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Abstract: - The paper presents two atypical risk chain prediction metrics for barometer coupling and accord in 

software systems. Our aboriginal metric, Ideal Coupling between Object classes (ICBO), is based on the 

acclaimed CBO coupling metric, while the added metric, Ideal Lack of Cohesion on Methods (ILCOM5), is 

based on the LCOM5 accord metric. One advantage of the proposed risk chain prediction metrics is that they 

can be computed in a simpler way as compared to some of the structural metrics. We empirically advised ICBO 

and ILCOM5 for admiration fault proneness of classes in a ample accessible antecedent arrangement and 

compared these metrics with a host of absolute structural and risk chain prediction metrics for the 

aforementioned task.  

 

I. Introduction 
Coupling and cohesion measures capture the degree of interaction and relationships among source code 

elements, such as classes, methods, and attributes in object oriented (OO) software systems. One of the main 

goals behind OO analysis and design is to implement software system where classes have high cohesion and low 

coupling among them. These class properties facilitate comprehension activities, testing efforts, reuse, and 

maintenance tasks.  

A vast majority of coupling and cohesion metrics abound in the literature relies on structural 

information, which captures relations, such as method calls or attributes usages. These metrics have been proved 

useful in different tasks, such as, assessment of design quality[4, 10], impact analysis [8, 36, 41], prediction of 
software quality [26], and faults [17, 22, 37],identification of design patterns [2] etc. However, these structural 

metrics lack the ability to identify ideal links, which, for example, specify implicit relationships encoded in 

identifiers and comments in source code.  

In this paper we propose two new risk chain prediction metrics, namely Ideal Coupling between Object 

classes (ICBO) and Ideal Lack of Cohesion of Methods (ILCOM5) metrics. The proposed metrics are different 

from existing ideal coupling metrics [35]and cohesion [31] metrics as they utilize different counting 

mechanisms inspired by peer structural cohesion and coupling metrics. 

 In order to evaluate the proposed metrics, we compare ICBO and ILCOM5 against a large host of 

existing structural and ideal coupling metrics for predicting faults in a large open source software system. 

Furthermore, we perform a comprehensive empirical evaluation of other parameters, such as, impact of 

preprocessing techniques. Such parameters also impact performance of other existing risk chain prediction 

metrics, such as Ideal Cohesion of Classes (C3) [31] and Ideal Coupling among Classes (CoCC) [35]. The 
results of our empirical study indicate that ICBO andILCOM5 not only can be used to build operational models 

for predicting fault proneness of classes, but can also be effectively used in conjunction with other structural 

metrics to improve overall accuracy of bug prediction models.  

Our paper warrants the following contributions: 

 We define two new ideal cohesion and coupling metrics, which are easier to compute than their structural 

protégé. 

 We carried out an extensive empirical study of 61software metrics, including newly proposed measures 

to build models for fault prediction using machine learning and logistic regression analyses. 

 We empirically studied a range of parameters that can impact performance of ICBO and 

ILCOM5metrics, such as, impact of corpus stemming and parameterized thresholds. 

 We developed an online appendix summarizing the results of our empirical study to facilitate 
development and comparison of risk chain prediction metrics and ensure reproducibility of our results. 
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II. Risk chain prediction metrics 
Our approach to measuring coupling and cohesion relies on the assumption that the methods and 

classes of Object Oriented systems are connected in more than one way. While the most explored and evaluated 

set of relations among methods and classes are based on data and control dependencies, in this work we rely on 

orthogonal type of relationships, known as ideal dependencies to capture ideal cohesion and coupling of classes. 

Ideal coupling and cohesion metrics, such as, CoCC and C3 extract, encode, and analyze the semantic 

information embedded in the comments and identifiers in software. Software developers utilize the comments 

and identifiers to represent elements of the problem or solution domain [11, 15]. Whilst ideal cohesion[31] and 

coupling [35] metrics capture this information and have been proposed elsewhere in the research literature, we 

augment a family of  risk chain prediction metrics with two new members, namely ICBO and CLOM5.Our 

metrics rely on the equivalent underlying mechanism to extract and analyze the ideal information from the 

identifiers and comments in source code as previous  risk chain prediction metrics, which are based on Latent 
Semantic Indexing (LSI) [14]. LSI has been used before to support other source code analysis tasks such as 

concept location [34], identification of abstract data types [29], clone detection [40], traceability link recovery 

among software artifacts [1, 13, 30], software clustering [25], quality assessment [26] and software 

measurement [16, 31, 32, 35, 36]. For the sake of completeness we provide some of the details on the LSI in the 

next section. 

 

1.1 Concealed Semantic Indexing in the Nutshell 

LSI is a machine-learning model that induces representations of the meaning of words by analyzing the 

relations among words and documents in textual corpus of data. LSI was initially developed in the context of 

information retrieval as a way of overcoming issues with polysemy and synonymy, which are inherent to the 

vector space model (VSM) [38]. The specific technique, which is used by LSI to capture vital ideal information 
and tackle two aforementioned problems, is dimension reduction, which implies selecting the top dimensions 

from a co-occurrence term document matrix decomposed using singular value decomposition (SVD). 

Consequently, LSI provides an effective mechanism to assess and evaluate similarity amid any two documents 

in the text corpus (i.e., methods in software) in an unsupervised fashion. While the details behind SVD are 

rather complex and lengthy to be presented in this paper, we refer a reader to [14].LSI relies on VSM, which is 

an extensively used approach for encoding documents in the corpus as numerical vectors. More specifically, 

VSM encodes a corpus by a term-by-document matrix whose  ,
th

i j element indicates the association between 

the 
thi  term and

thj document. In case of our particular application, a term is an identifier or a comment, and a 

document is abode of the method extracted from a source code file. The foundation of VSM lies in the 

mechanism that represents documents by its association with terms where the association is measured by term 
cooccurrencesin the documents. There are several mechanisms to capture these associations based on term 

occurrences such as term frequencies (default case in our empirical evaluation) and term frequency – inverse 

document frequency (tf-idf). In a term-by-document matrix, a tf-idf value for  ,
th

i j element implies a 

statistical measure evaluating how important a word into a document in a corpus. Formally, 

, , .log /t d t d tw tf N df  

Here ,t dtf is the term frequency of a document d, and tdf  is the term frequency in all the documents in 

the corpus, whereas the N is the number of documents in the corpus. The importance of a word increases 

proportionally to the number of times a word appears in the document, but is offset by the number of times of 

that word appearing in the corpus [38]. 

The ideal similarity between documents is measured via the cosine or inner product between the 

corresponding vectors (i.e., methods), which increases if more words are shared. This underlying mechanism 

entirely supports the idea of measuring ideal coupling and cohesion in software based on word matching from 

identifiers and comments in software. 

 

1.2 Ideal Cohesion & Coupling Metrics 

The definitions of the new ideal cohesion and coupling of classes builds on our previous work for 

measuring the ideal cohesion [32] and coupling[36] of classes. The source code of the software system is parsed 

and transformed into a corpus of textual documents where each document corresponds to the implementation of 

a method. Aforementioned LSI technique takes the corpus as an input and creates a term-by-document matrix, 

which captures the dispersion and co-occurrence of terms in class methods. SVD issued next to construct a 

subspace, referred to as the LSI subspace. All methods from this matrix are represented as vectors in the LSI 

subspace. The cosine similarity between two vectors is used as a measure of ideal similarity between two 

methods and is purported to determine shared ideal information between two methods in the context of the 
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entire software system. This mechanism to capture ideal similarity among documents has been introduced 

before in Ideal Coupling of Classes and Ideal Cohesion of Classes measures and is also used here. Next we 

define the model, ICBO, and CLOM5measures. Some of the definitions have been presented elsewhere [35], 
however, we also include them for the sake of completeness. 

 

1.3 Principal Definitions 

Definition 1 (System, Classes, Methods). We define an OO system as a set of classes C = 

 1 2, ... nc c c with the number of classes in the system n = |C|. A class has a set of methods. For each class c   

C, M(c) =  1 2, ... tm m m represent its set of methods, where t = |M(c)| is the number of methods in a class c. 

The set of all the methods in the system is denoted as M(C). 

An OO system C can be also viewed as a set of connected graphs cG  =  1,... nG G  with iG  

representing class iC . Each class iC    C is also represented by a graph iG   cG such that iG  = ( iV , iE ), 

where iV  = M( iC ) is a set of vertices corresponding to the methods in class iC  and iE    iV   iV  is a set of 

weighted edges that connect pairs of methods from the class. 

Definition 2 (Ideal Similarity between Methods). The ideal similarity between methods(CSM) 

( )km M C and ( )jm M C , CSM( km , jm ), is computed as the cosine amid two vectors kvm  and 

jvm ,representing km  and jm  in the LSI semantic space: 

CSM( km , jm ) =

2 2

t

k j

k j

vm vm

vm vm



 

As defined, the value of CSM( km , jm )  [-1, 1], as CSM is a cosine similarity in the LSI space. In 

order to fulfill non-negativity property of software metrics [9], we refine CSM as the following: 

1( , ) ( , ) ( , ) 0k j k j k jCSM m m CSM m m ifCSM m m   

                               Else 0 
1CSM  has been used as a base for defining C3 [31]and CoCC [35] measures before. 

Definition 3 (Parameterized Ideal Similarity)In our work we define ideal cohesion and coupling metrics 

utilizing counting mechanisms, stemming from existing structural metrics, which are sensitive to the input 

information such as nodes and edges (e.g., methods and attribute references). Thus, in this work we introduce a 

notion of a parameterized ideal similarity, which distinguishes among significant and non-significant ideal 

interactions among methods of classes. In particular, we conjecture that it is possible to empirically derive a 

threshold for a given software system to distinguish between strong and weak ideal similarities. More formally, 

we define parameterized 
pCSM  as:  

 1( , , ) 1 ( , )p

k j k jCSM m m t ifCSM m m t   

                                    Else   0 

Of course, the particular threshold t depends on the specific software system. In our previous 

experience, the absolute value of the cosine similarity can not be used as a reliable indicator of presence or 

absence of ideal relationship among pairs of methods as more comprehensive analysis of similarity distributions 

is required. One of the main research questions in our empirical evaluation is centered on empirically deriving 

such a threshold and analysis of the impact on the choice of threshold values on the resulting metrics. 
 

1.4 Ideal Lack of Cohesion in Classes  

In this paper we define our first metric, namelyILCOM5 using CSMP as the foundation for computing 

ideal similarities among methods of classes, however, in terms of counting mechanism we rely on one of the 

ideas from previously defined structural metrics, namely LCOM5 [23], graph based cohesion metric. The main 

difference between our metric,ILCOM5 and C3, ideal cohesion of classes metric, is that we define a 

parameterized version of cohesion metric using a different counting mechanism: 

CLCOM 5(c, x) = NoCC(G), 

where NoCC identifies the number of connected components in the graph 

( ( ), ), , ( ) ( )CG M c E c C E M c M c    , and ( km , jm )   E if CSMP ( km , jm , t)=1. 

1.5 Ideal Coupling between Object classes 
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The definition of ICBO relies on previous definitions for CoCC metric. We provide these definitions 

and explain how we adjusted them in the current work. 

 Let kc C and jc C be two distinct ( )k jc c classes in the system. Each class has a set of 

methods ( )kM c = 1,... rmk mk , where r = | ( )kM c | and ( )jM c =  1,... tmj mj , where t = | ( )jM c |. 

Between every pair of methods ( km , jm )  there is a similarity measure CSMP( km , jm ). We can similarly 

define the ideal similarity between two classes jc  and kc , that is CSCP , as follows: 

pCSC  ( kc , jc , t) = 11 ( , )k jifCSC C C t  

The definition ensures that the ideal similarity between two classes is symmetrical, as 

( , ) ( , )k j j kCSC c c CSC c c . In this case we use class granularity to build the corpus. This is the main 

difference between computing ILCOM5 and ICBO metrics. We refine the ideal similarity for a class c as the 

following: 

ICBO(c, t) = 

,

( , , )
k k

p

k

c C c c

CSC c c t
 

  

which is the sum of the parameterized ideal similarities between a class c and all the other classes in the 

system. 

 

III. Evaluations of Metrics and Analysis 
               Precision, recall and accuracy are three widely used information retrieval metrics that were employed 

to measure performance of software metrics for various maintenance tasks including predicting fault-prone 

classes. We explain these measures in the context of true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives 
(FP) and false negatives (FN) in the context of fault proneness prediction. True Positive is a candidate class, 

which was predicted as faulty and contained a bug, whereas a True Negative is a candidate class predicted as 

non-faulty and containing no bugs. The False Positive is class that was marked as faulty by the model, but 

actually did not contain a fault, whereas a False Negative is a class where the model marked a class as non-

faulty and it did contain a bug. Accuracy, Precision and Recall are defined as the following: 

                  ,Pr ,Re
TP TN TP TP

Accuracy ec call
TP FP TN FN TP FP TP FN


  

    
 

       While reporting the results we also used F-measure, which is a harmonic mean of precision and recall. 

In order to explore the principal, orthogonal dimensions captured by the coupling and cohesion measures (both 

ideal and structural) we performed Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the metrics. Applying PCA to 

metrics data consists of the following steps: collecting the metrics data, identifying outliers, and performing 

PCA. We applied PCA in the similar manner as in our previous work [31, 35], including procedures for 

identifying outliers and rotating principal components. In general, via PCA we can recognize groups of variables 

(i.e., metrics), which are likely to measure the same underlying dimension (i.e., specific mechanism that defines, 

for instance, coupling or cohesion) of the object to be measured (e.g., cohesion of a classes). 
 

IV. Related Work 
            Our related work can be broadly classified into two areas – ideal cohesion and coupling metrics and 

predicting fault-proneness of classes. Ideal cohesion of classes or C3 [31] is one of the first  risk chain 

prediction metrics proposed in the research literature. C3, similarly to ILCOM5 and ICBO is based on the 

analysis of the semantic information embedded in the source code, such as identifiers and comments. C3 has 

been recently used in conjunction with structural cohesion metrics to predict faults in object-oriented classes 

[32]. CoCC [35] is a ideal coupling metric, also based on LSI, stems from C3,however, it was defined to capture 

coupling among classes based on ideal similarities among methods in different classes. CoCC has been shown to 
outperform structural coupling metrics for the task of impact analysis on a large open-source system 

[36].Finally, WME is a ideal cohesion metric based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation and information theory 

approaches [28]. This cohesion metric has been shown to capture different aspects of class cohesion and 

improved fault prediction for most existing cohesion metrics. While building comprehensive models for fault 

prediction was not at the focus of papers presenting  risk chain prediction metrics, this paper not only introduces 

new metrics, but also explores their role in building complete models for fault prediction. 

             Existing research showed that software metrics can be used as good indicators for the fault proneness 

of classes in OO systems [3, 5, 7, 10, 17, 22, 33, 37, 39].More specifically, some of the existing approaches also 

utilized machine learning [22] and logistic regression analyses [3, 5, 7, 10, 22, 33, 39] to build metric-based 
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models for fault prediction. Our paper is different from the previous work as it defines new  risk chain 

prediction metrics for class cohesion and coupling, which appear to be an improvement over the state-of-the-art. 

Finally, this work explores a set of machine learning techniques and regression analyses to test a number of 
models based on the combinations of structural and  risk chain prediction metrics along with the detailed 

investigation into principal factors impacting the performance of the  risk chain prediction metrics. Finally, 

prediction of fault-prone classes or simply bug prediction is an active area of research, which produced a 

number of research publications in the last decade. Besides conference and journal publications on the topic, 

specialized conferences were organized such as PROMISE6 and MSR7 with their specialized data sets for 

predicting fault-prone classes in software. The performance of the proposed metrics was test on various open 

source java application builds 

 The sensitivity of the fault proneness prediction can measured by applying principal component 

analysis [see the fig 1] . Comparison of fault proneness sensitivity between CBO&LCOM5 and 

ICBO&ILCOM5 can be found in fig 2. The fault prediction sensitivity measure as 

Sensitivity=
Classes correctly predicted as fault prone

Classes actually fault prone
 

 
PCA analysis of the CBO&LCOM5 and ICBO&ILCOM5 

 

 
Fig 2: Fault prediction sensitivity comparison between CBO&LCM5 and ICBO&ILCOM5 

 

V. Conclusion 
           The paper defines novel operational measures for ideal class cohesion and coupling measurement, 

which have been empirically validated. An extensive case study using machine learning techniques on metrics 

data indicates that the proposed measures have comparable accuracy with those defined suing structural 
information. Moreover, combinations of novel metrics with existing host of measures attests statistically 

significant improvement in the results across multiple evaluation criteria. 

           The paper lays the basis for the future work that makes use of ideal information for coupling and 

cohesion measurement. The proposed metrics could be further extended and refined, for instance, by taking into 

account inheritance. Another direction is to improve the quality of the underlying textual information by 

applying advanced source code pre-processing techniques for splitting [18] and expanding [24, 27]compound 

identifiers and comments in software. Since both ICBO and ILCOM5 rely on textual (unstructured) information, 

we are considering including external documentation in the corpus, which should extend the context in which 

words are used in software to capture underlying ideal similarities. 
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